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Exam

Calculator is ok. One A4 of handwritten notes.

Explain some concept:
(tunnel contact, indirect band gap, thermionic emission, 
inversion, threshold voltage, ...)

Perform a calculation:
(concentration of minority carriers, integrate charge density to 
find electric field, ...)

Explain how a device works:
(JFET, MESFET, MOSFET, laser diode, bipolar transistor, 
LED, Schottky diode, Heterojunction bipolar transistor, ...)



CMOS inverter 
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Dissipates little power 
except when switching
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Gate delay 

Gate delay is limited by CgateVdd/I.

Ring oscillator



SRAM 
Static random access memory



DRAM
Dynamic random access memory



DRAM 
Read and refresh DRAM with a SRAM cell



http://electroiq.com/chipworks_real_chips_blog/

DRAM

75:1

Silicon oxynitride SiOxNy dielectric



Flash memory 

Charge is stored on a floating gate

nonvolatile 



http://www.dongyitech.com/en/newsdetail.asp?newsid=128

Intel Micron Flash Technologies (IMFT)
Shallow Trench Isolation (STI)
Control Gate (CG)
Floating Gate (FG)
Self-Aligned Doubled Patterning (SADP)



http://lamp.tu-graz.ac.at/~hadley/ss1/appendix/tunnel/tunneltrans.php



Phase change memory 

Phase-change memory (PCM) uses chalcogenide materials. 
These can be switched between a low resistance crystalline 
state and a high resistance amorphous state.

GeSbTe is melted by a laser in rewritable DVDs and by a 
current in PCM.

nonvolatile 



Phase change material  
Electron diffraction in a TEM of a GeSbTe alloy.

http://web.stanford.edu/group/cui_group/research.htm



Ferroelectric RAM 

FeRAM uses a Ferroelectric material like PZT to store information.

Sometimes used in smart cards.

nonvolatile 
To read, try to write a 0, 
if a current flows, it was a 1. 



Ferroelectric RAM 

http://baldengineering.blogspot.co.at/2013_12_01_archive.html



Magnetic memory 
In MRAM the resistance depends on whether the magnetic layers are 
parallel or antiparallel. 

nonvolatile 

Orientaion of the magnetic free 
layer is set by sending a current 
through the bit and word lines. 



High Bandwidth Memory 

AMD to launch its HBM graphics cards on 16 June 2015.



Through-Silicon Via (TSV)

A vertical electrical connection (via) passing completely through a 
silicon wafer.

Used in 3D integration.
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Bosch process

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_reactive-ion_etching

Repeat 2 processes over and over

1. Etch Si with SF6 (nearly isotropic)

2. Deposit passivation layer C4F8

Directional etching at the bottom breaks 
through the passivation layer.

Short cycles: smooth walls

Long cycles: fast etching 



Transistor count doubles about every 2 years

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transistor_count

Jan 1 1970


